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INTRODUCTION & 

OBJECTIVE

The gravity satellite mission "Gravity field and

steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer" (GOCE,

Fig. 1) made its final observations in the fall of 2013.

By then it had exceeded its expected lifespan of 20

months with additional 35 months and observed the

Earth's gravitational field from a lower orbit as

originally planned during the last 6 months of its

mission lifetime. Thus, the mission collected more

data from the Earth’s gravitational field than

expected, and more comprehensive global geoid

models have been derived ever since.

We’ve combined the latest GOCE global gravity field models with the terrestrial gravity data of Finland and surrounding areas

for calculating a new enhanced quasi-geoid model for Finland. Additionally the high resolution global gravity field model

EIGEN-6C4 (which includes the full cycle of GOCE data) was used for modelling the higher degrees and orders. Altogether

249 geoid models with different modifications were calculated using the GOCE DIR5 models up to spherical harmonic degree

and order 240 and 300 and the EIGEN-6C4 up to degree and order 1000 and 2190.

Figure 1. (GOCE) (image credit: European Space Agency).

Terrestrial gravity datasets (the area between 15° and 36° longitude and 56.8° and 72.2° latitude):

 FGI’s dataset within the territory of Finland, a Russian dataset for most of Russia, NKG’s (Nordic Geodetic Commission)

dataset for all the other surrounding areas

Global gravity field models (as a background model in the regional quasi-geoid modelling):

 The direct approach (DIR5) (Bruinsma et al., 2013) published by the GOCE High-level Processing Facility (HPF) by ESA

 The high resolution model EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al., 2015)

GPS-levelling datasets (for the evaluation of the calculated quasi-geoid models):

 The EUVN-DA dataset containing 50 GPS–levelling points (class 1) in Finland

 The NLS-FIN dataset by the National Land Survey of Finland containing 1538 GPS–levelling points (classes 1 to 3)

STUDY AREA & DATASETS

Figure 2.  Left: the coverage of the GPS-levelling datasets over Finland: EUVN-DA (large green dots) and NLS-FIN (small red dots)

Right: Gravity data (green NKG database, red Airborne Baltic data, blue Russian database)

QUASI-GEOID MODELLING OF FINLAND
The remove-compute-restore technique was applied - pyGravsoft-software (Forsberg and Tscherning, 2008)

1. First the known signals are removed from the free-air anomalies (Fig. 3 and 4) residual gravity anomalies:

2. Residual height anomalies Molodensky’s integral using multi-banded spherical FFT (Forsberg and Sideris, 1993)

Stokes' integral kernel function with the Wong-Gore modification (Wong and Gore, 1969), tapered over an interval (Fig. 5):

3. The quasi-geoid heights (Fig. 6) are obtained by adding the height anomaly effect of the residual terrain corrections and

the global geoid model to the residual height anomalies:
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Figure 3. Gravity variations over Finnish 

borders after the removal of the global gravity 

field model (DIR5 d/o 240) from the free-air 

gravity data

Figure 4. Gravity variations over Finnish 

borders after the removal of the global gravity 

field model and residual terrain corrections 

from the free-air gravity data

Figure 5. Residual height anomalies of 

the Finnish quasi-geoid

Figure 6. Finnish quasi-geoid heights (DIR5 d/o 240, 

Wong-Gore 70/80)
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Figure 7. Differences between Finnish quasi-geoid (Left: d/o 240, Wong-Gore 

70/80) (Right: d/o 2190, Wong-Gore 70/240)  and NLS-FIN GPS-levelling dataset. 

Red columns are negative values, whereas green columns are positive
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Figure 8. Finnish quasi-geoid modelling (DIR5 d/o 300) with multiple Wong-Gore 

combinations compared to the GPS-levelling datasets

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
 Fig. 7 presents the differences between Finnish quasi-geoids calculated with spherical harmonic degree and 

order 240 (left) and 2190 (right) – quite similar, most differences in northern Lapland

 Fig. 8 presents the solutions for degree and order 300 with different Wong-Gore boundaries

 Gets better > 0 degrees – quite stable after 40 degrees – best at 70/80 – gets bad after 190 degrees.

 Best results were achieved with larger and atypical intervals (e.g. 50/100) – especially for the EIGEN-6C4

GOCE DIR5 d/o 240, Wong-Gore 70/80 = 2.8 cm (NLS-FIN) & 2.6 cm (EUVN-DA)

GOCE DIR5 d/o 300, Wong-Gore 70/80 = 2.7 cm (NLS-FIN) & 2.3 cm (EUVN-DA)

EIGEN-6C4 d/o 1000, Wong-Gore 50/250 = 2.4 cm (NLS-FIN) & 1.8 (EUVN-DA)

EIGEN-6C4 d/o 2190, Wong-Gore 70/240 = 2.5 cm (NLS-FIN) & 1.7 (EUVN-DA)

The sub-2-centimetre (and near 2 cm with the GOCE-only) accuracy is an improvement over the previous and 

current Finnish geoid models, thus confirming the great impact of the GOCE-mission on regional geoid modelling!


